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The Wolves of London - The Obsidian Heart Trilogy (Book 1 ...
After agreeing to steal a mysterious Obsidian Heart, Locke finds himself
relentlessly pursued by a band of unearthly assassins known as the 'Wolves of
London'. Locke soon learns that the heart has the ability to transport him
through time, and while it bestows him with his own dark power, it also
corrupts. Read more Read less

The Wolves of London (Audiobook) by Mark Morris | Audible.com
Publisher's Summary. Alex Locke is a reformed ex-con forced into
London's criminal underworld for one more job. He agrees to steal a
priceless artefact - a human heart carved from the blackest obsidian -
but when the burglary goes horribly wrong, Alex is plunged into the
nightmarish world of the Wolves of London,...
The Wolves of London: Obsidian Heart book 1: Mark Morris ...
After he agrees to steal a mysterious Obsidian Heart, Locke is
pursued by unearthly assassins known as the ‘Wolves of London’.
Soon he discovers the heart can enable him to travel through time,
and while it bestows him with his own dark powers, it Psychology
professor Alex Locke is an ex-convict, forced back into the criminal
underworld when his daughter is threatened.
The Wolves of London (Obsidian Heart book 1) -
Kindle ...
The Wolves of London tells the tale of Alex, a
South London ex con family man whose made
good, he thinks he's left his criminal past
way behind him when he is forced to help get
his daughter's boyfriend out of a spot of

bother by stealing an obsidian heart.
The Wolves Of London Obsidian
The Wolves of London Publisher's Summary Alex Locke is a reformed ex-
con forced into London's criminal underworld for one more job. He agrees
to steal a priceless artefact - a human heart carved from the blackest
obsidian - but when the burglary goes horribly wrong, Alex is plunged into
the nightmarish world of the Wolves of London, unearthly assassins who
will stop at nothing to reclaim the heart.
The Wolves of London : Obsidian Heart Book 1 by Mark ...
"The Wolves of London is a great read and an exciting start of the
Obsidian Heart trilogy. Horror fans will find plenty of monsters and
supernatural themes to enjoy throughout the book. Horror fans will
find plenty of monsters and supernatural themes to enjoy throughout
the book.
Obsidian Heart Audiobooks - Listen to the Full Series ...
This is an author who is, then, quite simply steeped in modern
horror and science fiction in all its literary, cinematic and
televised forms – a fact one gradually gleans from browsing his
newest offering, unleashed in paperback by Titan Books this
October: “The Wolves of London” is Book One of an
original horror fantasy trilogy called “Obsidian Heart”,
created by Morris, and that Titan will be publishing over the
course of the next three years.
The Wolves of London (Obsidian Heart, #1) by Mark Morris
Jamie is rebuilding his life after his previous escape from the Pilo
Family Circus, with no memories of the circus besides the clown
outfit in his cupboard. Far below, as the circus stirs back to lif⋯
From multiple World Fantasy Award winner and Nebula, Bram
Stoker,...
Amazon.com: Customer reviews: The Wolves of London: The ...
The Wolves of London (Obsidian Heart book 1) - Kindle edition by
Mark Morris. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device,
PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and

highlighting while reading The Wolves of London (Obsidian Heart
book 1).
Amazon.com: The Wolves of London: Obsidian Heart, Book 1 ...
- Horrorview ". The Wolves of London is a great read and an
exciting start of the Obsidian Heart trilogy. Horror fans will find
plenty of monsters and supernatural themes to enjoy throughout the
book. Even more impressive is author Mark Morris' ability to create
characters that are interesting and makes readers want...
The wolves of london : the obsidian heart (eBook, 2014 ...
Alex Locke is a reformed ex-con forced into London's criminal
underworld for one more job. He agrees to steal a priceless
artefact - a human heart carved from the blackest obsidian - but
when the burglary goes horribly wrong, Alex is plunged into the
nightmarish world of the Wolves of London, unearthly assassins
who will stop at nothing to reclaim the heart.
Amazon.com: The Wolves of London: The Obsidian Heart eBook ...
The Wolves Of London Obsidian
Books similar to The Wolves of London (Obsidian Heart, #1)
Find many great new & used options and get the best deals for The Wolves
of London : Obsidian Heart Book 1 by Mark Morris (2016, Paperback) at
the best online prices at eBay! Free shipping for many products!
The Wolves of London: The Obsidian Heart (Paperback ...
"The Wolves of London is a great read and an exciting start of
the Obsidian Heart trilogy. Horror fans will find plenty of
monsters and supernatural themes to enjoy throughout the
book." --BGG Reviews
The Wolves of London (Obsidian Heart Series #1) by Mark ...
Psychology professor Alex Locke is an ex-convict, forced back into the
criminal underworld when his daughter is threatened. After he agrees to
steal a mysterious Obsidian Heart, Locke is pursued by unearthly assassins
known as the 'Wolves of London'.
Book Review: 'The Wolves Of London: The Obsidian Heart' By ...
‘ The Wolves Of London: The Obsidian Heart ’ is the latest
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novel by Mark Morris and is the first in a new trilogy that he is
developing for Titan Books. It will be followed up by ‘The Society
of...
DOWNLOAD | READ The Wolves of London: The Obsidian
Heart ...
The Wolves of London - (Obsidian Heart)by Mark Morris
(Paperback) Discount. Many people are happy with The Wolves of
London - (Obsidian Heart)by Mark Morris (Paperback) Lowest Price
after buy them and I expect you will be too. Finally, thank you for
seeing my store and don't miss buy The Wolves of London -
(Obsidian Heart)by Mark Morris (Paperback) Best Buy.
Best Price The Wolves Of London Obsidian Heartby Mark ...
Concerned that the Wolves of London will seek him out at any Unsure
how long it will take him to find his missing daughter, Alex occupies his
time creating connections (watchers) in the hopes of finding the lost
obsidian heart, whilst simultaneously keeping up appearances of a well-to-
do family man.
The Wolves of London: Obsidian Heart (Book One) | Book ...
After he agrees to steal a mysterious Obsidian Heart, Locke is pursued by
unearthly assassins known as “The Wolves of London”. Soon he
discovers the heart can enable him to travel through time but while it
bestows him with his own dark powers, it also corrupts⋯.
The Society of Blood (Obsidian Heart #2) by Mark Morris
After he agrees to steal a mysterious Obsidian Heart, Locke is pursued by
unearthly assassins known as the ‘Wolves of London’. Soon he
discovers the heart can enable him to travel through time, and while it
bestows him with his own dark powers, it also corrupts...
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